Suspended Outdoor fireplace FIRST burn instructions:
Fireart Suspended Fireplaces are painted with quality high temp matt black paint, This particular paint is enriched in Zinc that
suits the outdoor environment, It is specifically designed for it resistance against Corrosion. We also bake the units after
painting, which will help with this process. However, we suggest you follow these steps to make sure it lasts the test of time.
Clean fireplace surface free of dust & fingerprints, be gentle while cleaning as the paint is still very soft until curing has taken
place and damaged easily. Ventilate the area well as the paint when heated for the first time will put off an odour and smoke
(this is normal).
First Burn Instructions:
Slowly build up a small fire in the centre of the grate over a period of 45 minutes. The outside of the firebox temperature will be
about 200 degrees C. Allow the fire to die down and allow the firebox to cool. Repeat the process allowing the fire to get a little
larger then hold a steady fire for approx. 1 hour to make sure paint has cured. Your firebox paint is now cured and ready to
enjoy.
Regular Cleaning:
Your fireplace is in the elements I.e. Dust, Salt, Moisture. It is very important that you keep it clean and dry at all times of the
year, this may mean wiping the product down on a weekly bases so that Rust or corrosion does not occur. A damp soft cloth is
perfect and maybe Windex for stubborn stains. Always clean our products when they are cold.

Fire Bowl Maintenance:
Fire pits need to be cleaned regularly so that ash and moisture do not build up causing rust through, scoop out ash
only when completely cold and dispose, Clean out bowl by hosing any excess ash through drain hole provided
Cooking Surface-Curing Process:
Before first use heat up cooking surface and rub in cooking oil using rag or paper towel making sure to completely
cover area evenly, you will also need to make sure that you scrape the surface clean of any flaking/scaling. Process
takes approximately 15mins once plate is hot. Repeat Process if needed, it is normal for cooking surface to turn
black this means it is seasoned and ready to use.
Maintaining Cook surface:
After Every use of Teppanyaki model fire bowls, once Item is cold (normally the next day) you must scrape plate
clean of all food, Clean with soapy water and steel wool, Wash surface down and apply cooking oil to avoid rust on
Cooking surface.
Warranty Terms:
1 Year warranty against manufacturing defects, does not cover misuse or Rust, Fireart reserves the right to repair or
replace faulty items, Goods must be returned to place of purchase at customer’s expense.
Warning:
Use only quality firewood, no accelerants are to be used, this is a heating appliance and it is the responsibility of the
owner of the appliance to take necessary precautions to avoid children of all sizes (big and Small) and animals

coming into contact with it, it is not to be stood on or used for seating. Failure to adhere to these procedures may
cause injury or death.
Pre heating:
The cooking plate is very thick and requires time to preheat, you will need to allow approximately 1 hour before
trying to cook but can take longer pending on size of fire. To test if plate is ready flick a small amount of water on it
and if it sizzles your good to go. Pending on how hot you get the plate, Plate may rise or dip; this is normal and will
sort itself out once it cools.
Most Important:
Enjoy your purchase with family and friends, talk about the good times over a few drinks and some good food, laugh
out loud and stare into the fire, this is what the product was built for.

Kind regards
Fireart Australia

